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http://orlando.cambridge.org/

• ~1300 biographies and contextual 
materials in feminist literary history

• Encoded with ~8 million XML tags

http://orlando.cambridge.org/
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category work

● knowledge representation
● classification
● knowledge organization
● epistemology 
● ontology

“historically and epistemically we 
are moving from the 
classificatory and naming 
functions of documentary 
structures to the assignment of 
personal and documentary 
identity as a function and 
product of sociotechnical 
systems”

Ronald E. Day, Indexing It All, p. 35
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. . .the specificity, materiality, 
and variety of sexual practices 
. . . can be done better justice in 
a context where the 
impoverished abstractions that 
claim to define sexuality can be 
treated as not authoritative.

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, The 
Epistemology of the Closet, p. xvi
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Each standard and each 
category valorizes some point of 
view and silences another. This 
is not inherently a bad 
thing—indeed it is inescapable. 
But it is an ethical choice, and 
as such it is dangerous—not 
bad, but dangerous.

Geoffrey Bowker and Susan Leigh Star, 
Sorting Things Out, pp. 5-6
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making women count

most of the data and data models we’ve 

inherited deal with structures of power, like 

gender and race, with a crudeness that 

would never pass muster in a peer-reviewed 

humanities publication

Miriam Posner, “What’s next: the radical, unrealized 

potential of digital humanities” 
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Orlando: identity as “cultural formation”

� situating identity categories within prose 

narrative; 

� devising XML tags to indicate the discursive 

contexts such as religion, language, ethnicity, 

social class, sexuality, race or color within which 

identity descriptors occur;

� leaving the text within the tag unconstrained by a 

fixed vocabulary 
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“cultural formation” for sex/gender

Except . . . gender was not represented accordingly

� encoded “sex” at root element of profile 

documents,  combine with nationality (British 

Woman Writer, Male Writer)

� Later broken out to own category “sex” and binary 

values expanded values to include male, female, 

transgendered

� Recently fixed confusion of sex and gender

� Drawing on CWRC ontology for terminology:

� Man, woman, transman, transwoman
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Orlando tags for gender as “cultural formation”

Moved into Cultural formation tags

� discursive context

� multiple tagging

� nuancing attributes GENDERIDENTITY, CURRENT, ALTERNATIVE, 

SELFIDENTITIED [PRESUMED would be good addition]

Fixed confusion of sex (m/f) 🡪 gender

� Gender values: 

� WOMAN

� MAN

� TRANS

� UNKNOWN (e.g. writers using pseudonyms)
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�   NONBINARY for C21 writers who 
      identify as such

�   NONCONFORMING for  writers who trouble    
      gender across historical periods, e.g. “cross          
      dresser” or “female husband”



The ethics of interface
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● Controversy over whether transwomen count as 
women

● Values appear as facets when they are available in 
the data



The ethics of interface

● Multiple metadata tags mean that Morris appears in 
facets for both “Woman” and “Trans”
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CWRC ontology for cultural formation

� Retain emphasis on context

� Understand identities as historically contingent; 

substantial discussion in preamble and in 

definitions

� Refuse to reify legacy terms if they don’t match the 

ethical imperatives of the project
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https://sparql.cwrc.ca/
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Jewish cultural forms



This argument is laid out more fully in:
Susan Brown. "Categorically Provisional." 
PMLA/Publications of the Modern Language 
Association of America 135.1 (2020): 165-174. 

Thank you!

sbrown@uoguelph.ca
@susanirenebrown


